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In this paper we prove that p-spaces and tech-complete spaces with G,-diagonals can be 
characterized by a familiar function extension property. 
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1. Introduction 
The key step in proving the Lavrentieff Theorem [4, 4.3.211 is to show that every 
complete metric space Y has the following property: 
(1) Given a dense subspace A of a completely regular space X and a continuous 
mapping f: A+ Y, there is a G,-subset M of X containing A and a continuous 
p: M + Y which extends f: 
In this paper we show that properties like (1) actually characterize p-spaces and 
tech-complete spaces having Gs-diagonals. We prove: 
1.1. Theorem. A completely regular space Y is ap-space (resp., a tech-complete space) 
with a G,-diagonal if and only if given a dense subspace A of any space X and a 
continuous f: A + Y there is a p-embedded subset (resp. a G6-subset) M of X which 
contains A and a continuous f?: M + Y which extends f 
Recall that a subset M of a space X is p-embedded in X if there are open 
collections x(l), x(2), . . . , each covering M, such that n {St(x, %Q( n)) 1 n 2 1) c M 
whenever XE M. A completely regular space Y is said to be a p-space if Y is 
p-embedded in its Tech-Stone compactification PY and is tech-complete if Y is a 
G,-subset of PY. Finally, if the set 4 = {(y, y) 1 y E Y} is a G6-subset of the product 
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space Y x Y we say that Y has a G,-diagonal. Ceder [3] showed that Y has a 
Gs-diagonal if and only if there are open covers 9(l), g(2), . . of Y such that 
n {WY, ~b))l n>l}={y} for each ye Y. 
2. Characterization of p-spaces with Gs-diagonals 
Consider the following property of a space Y: 
(2) Given a dense subset A of a completely regular space X and a continuous 
f: A + Y, there is a p-embedded subset M of X which contains A and a continuous 
,. 
f: M + Y which extends f: 
We will begin by proving that every p-space with a G,-diagonal has property (2). 
To do so, we need a lemma that combines the internal characterization of p-spaces 
given in [l] and Ceder’s covering characterization of G,-diagonals. 
2.1. Lemma. A completely regular space Y is a p-space with a G,-diagonal if and only 
if there is a sequence (9(n)) of open covers of Y satisfying: 
(a) ify E Y then n{St(y, 9(n)) 1 n 2 l>= {y}; 
(b) if y E G, E %I( n) for each n, and if W is an open set in Y which contains y, then 
n{G,IlSj S n} c Wfor some n. 
2.2. Lemma. Suppose A is a dense subset of a space X and f: A+ Y is a continuous 
mapping. Suppose Y is a p-space with a Gs-diagonal and let (F?(n)) be a sequence of 
open covers as in Lemma 2.1. Suppose x E X has the property that for some choices of 
open neighborhoods B, of x and members G, E 9(n), cl( f [B, n A]) c G, and 
n{cl(f[B,nA])[n~l}#O. Then: 
(a) fI {cl(f [B, n Al) 1 n 3 l} is a singleton set {y,}; 
(b) whenever B is an open set containing x, y, E cl( f [ B n A]). 
Proof. That n {cl( f [ B, n A]) 1 n 2 l} is a singleton follows from Lemma 2.1(a). Let 
y, be the unique point of n {cl( f [ B, n A]) 1 n al} and suppose yOgcl(f[BnA]) 
for some open neighborhood B of x. According to Lemma 2.1(b), for some m 3 1 
we have n {cl( G,) 11 s n < m} c Y - cl( f [ @ n A]) so that f [ B n A] is disjoint from 
mfw”nAlI1 s n d m}. However, B n (n;=:,, B,) is a neighborhood of x and A 
is dense in X so that f [ B n (-jr=:=, B, n A] is seen to be a nonvoid subset of the set 
f[ B n A] n n ;=, f [ B, n A]. That contradiction proves that y, E cl( f [ B n A]). 0 
2.3. Notation. Let X, A, J; 9” and Y be as in Lemma 2.2. For each x E X let 9(x) 
be the collection of all open neighborhoods of x. Let M = {x E X IVn 3 B(x, n) E 
93(x)3G(x, n)E 9(n) with cl(f[B(x, n)nA])c G(x, n) and n{cl(f[B(x, n)n 
Al) 1 n 3 1) + 01. 
Finally, for each x E M let p(x) be the element of the singleton n {cl(f [B(x, n) n 
A]) 1 n 2 l}. 
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2.4. Remark. Lemma 2.2(b) shows that f(x) depends only on x and not on the 
particular choices of B(x, n) and G(x, n). 
2.5. Lemma. M is a p-embedded subset of X. 
Proof. With notation as in 2.3, let Z’(n) = {B(x, n) 1 x E M}. Fix z E M and for each 
n choose B(x,, n) E Z(n) with z E B(x,, n). It will be enough to show that each 
y~f--I{B(xn, n)ln 3 1) belongs to M. Because z E M, Lemma 2.2 guarantees that the 
point?(z) belongs ton {cl (f[B(xn, n)nAl)I n a l}. Letting B(y, n) = B(x,, n) and 
G(y, n) = G(x,, n) we see that y E M, as required. q 
A 
2.6. Lemma. The .function f: M + Y is continuous. 
Proof. Fix z E M and fix an open set W in Y which contains p(z). With notation 
as in 2.3, it follows from Lemma 2.1(b) that for some m, n { G(z, n) 11~ n c m} c W. 
Let U=n{(B(z,n)(l d n s m}. Then U is an open neighborhood of z in X and if 
XE Un M it follows that j‘(x)~cl(f[UnA]). But f[UnA]cf[B(z, nl)nA]c 
G(z,n)forl~n~msothat~(x)En{G(z,n)l(l s n d m}c W. Therefore f: M-+ Y 
is continuous. q 
Obviously f extends f so that we have proved: 
2.7. Proposition. Any p-space with a G,-diagonal has property (2). 
To prove the converse of Proposition 2.7 we need a lemma. 
2.8. Lemma. Suppose Y = fl{ Y(n) I n 2 1) where each space Y(n) has property (2). 
Then so does Y. 
Proof. For each n let pn : Y-, Y(n) be projection. Suppose A, X and f: A+ Y are 
given as in (2). Each of the composite mappings pn of: A+ Y(n) can be extended 
over a p-embedded subset M(n) of X containing A. Then M = n {M(n) I n 3 1) is 
a p-embedded subset of X which contains A, and f extends naturally over M. q 
2.9. Lemma. If the diagonal A of a space Y is p-embedded in Y2, then A is a G,-subset 
of Y2. 
Proof. Let (x(n)) be the sequence of open collections which witnesses the p- 
embedding of A in Y2. For each n 2 1 and each y E Y choose an open neighborhood 
U(n, y) of y such that [ U( n, y)] ’ is a subset of some member of Z(n). Let 
V(n) = I.J {[ U(n, y)12 ( y E Y}. Suppose (x, y) E n {V(n) ( n 2 l}. For each n there is 
a z, E Y having (x, y) E [ U( n, z,,)]~. Then (x, x) E[ U(n, z,,)]’ so that (x, y) E 
n {SW 4, Wn))l n ~l}cA. But then x=y so that n{V(n)lnal}=A as 
claimed. 0 
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2.10. Proposition. A completely regular space having property (2) is a p-space with a 
G,-diagonal. 
Proof. Let Y have property (2). To see that Y is a p-space, let A = Y and X = /3Y 
and let f: A + Y be the identity map. To show that Y has a G,-diagonal, we begin 
by letting S = {l/n 1 n 3 1) u (0) have its usual topology. Let X = Y* x S and let 
A=X-((Y*-A)x{O}). Thus A=(Y2~{l/nIn~l})u(A X(0)) which is a dense 
subset of X. Let ‘Z’= {1/2n 1 n 2 1) and 0 = {1/2n - 11 n 2 1). We define a function 
f: A+ Y* by the rules 
(i) f(r Y, t) = (-7 Y) if (x, Y, t) E Y* x g, 
(ii) f(x, y, t) = (y, x) if (x, y, t) 6 Y2 x 6; 
(iii) f(x, x, 0) =(x,x). 
Then f is trivially continuous on the open subspaces Y2 x 8 and Y* X 0 of A and 
f is continuous at each point (y, y, 0) E A because (U x U x S) n A =f’[ U x U] 
whenever U is a neighborhood of y in Y. According to Lemma 2.8, Y* also has 
property (2), so there must be a p-embedded subspace M of X which contains A 
* 
and a continuous f: M + Y2 which extends f: Because f cannot be extended con- 
tinuously to any point (x, y, 0) of X where x Z y, it follows that M = A. Because 
A x(O) is a G6-subset of A, we include that A X(0) is also p-embedded in X, and 
hence in Y* x(0). According to Lemma 2.9, A is a G,-subset of Y*, as required. q 
3. tech-complete spaces with a G6-diagonal 
Recall the topological property (1) of a space Y defined in Section 1. Obviously 
(1) is stronger than (2). In this section, we prove that property (1) characterizes 
Tech-complete spaces with G,-diagonals. 
3.1. Proposition. A completely regular space having property (1) is tech-complete and 
has a Gs-diagonal. 
Proof. Let Y be a space having property (1). Then Y also has property (2) so that, 
from Proposition 2.10, Y has a G,-diagonal. To see that Y is tech-complete, let 
A = Y, X = /3Y and let f: A + Y be the identity mapping. 0 
To prove the converse of Proposition 3.1, we begin by combining characterizations 
of tech-completeness due to Frolik and Arhangel’skii [4, p.2561 with the covering 
characterization of Ga-diagonals. 
3.2. Lemma. Let Y be a tech-complete space having a G,-diagonal. Then there is a 
sequence (9?(n)) of open covers of Y satisfying: 
(a) ify E Y then n {St(y, F?(n)) 1 n 2 l} = {y}; 
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(b) if 9 is a countable centered collection (i.e., 9 has thefinite intersection property) 
of closed subsets of Y and if for each n, some member of 5 is contained in some 
member of%(n), then n .9 # 0; 
(c) ify’G,,E%(n) fornsl, then {n:_, G,ln 2 1) is a neighborhood base at y. 
3.3. Proposition. A tech-complete space having a G,-diagonal has property (1). 
Proof. Let f: A + Y and X be as in the definition of (1) and let (Y(n)) be as in 
Lemma 3.2. For x E X let B(x) be the family of all open neighborhoods of x and 
define 
M={xEX]VnnB( x, n) E 93(x)3G(x, n) E S(n) such that 
cl(f[An B(x, nIlI= G(x, n)> 
In the light of Lemma 3.2, this set M is exactly the same as the set defined in 2.3. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.6, there is a continuous extension f off: It remains only to 
show that M is a G&-subset of X. To that end, let H(n) = u{B(x, n)lxe M} and 
suppose a point y lies in each H(n). Choose x, E M with y E B(x,, n). For each n, 
there is a member G(x,, n) E 9(n) containing cl(f[B(x”, n) n A]). If we define 
B(y, n) = B(x,, n) and G(y, n) = G(x,, n) we see that y E M as required to show 
n{H(n)(nzl}=M. 0 
3.4. Remark. The condition given in Lemma 2.3(b) is weaker than the characteriz- 
ation of tech-complete spaces given in [4, 3.9.21. However for spaces with a 
G,-diagonal, the existence of open covers satisfying Lemma 3.2 is equivalent to 
Tech-completeness. 
3.5. Remark. An example in [2] shows that neither property (1) nor property (2) 
is preserved by perfect mappings. 
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